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The retreat is a unique and

transformative experience open to all

practitioners, in order to understand

awakening and the main paths that

lead to it. Retreats are a great way to

learn a new technique, while seasoned

practitioners can go deeper and

strengthen their practices.

 

We will practice samatha meditation,

purifying the mindstream until the

possible arising of the Jhānas. This

foundation will be useful to explore the

non duality of the Dzogchen Rigpa

practice, in the last several days of the

retreat. For those who want to stay on

the samatha path for the entire 2 weeks,

that option is available. 

 

Before committing to attend this

retreat, it's important to understand that

this is not a theoretical or doctrinal

dissertation on the subject but a

practical way to experience profound

Buddhist teachings, conveyed by a

teacher who has deeply realized them.

 

The retreatants will have the chance to

live these teachings in an extremely

conducive setting with no distractions, a

quite rare opportunity.

 

On the transformational side, we'll have

the chance to deeply understand the

patterns of our mind, letting go of parts

of ourselves that keep us trapped in

egoic suffering. 

 

On the transcendent side, we have the

opportunity to experience the joy and

the equanimity of a purified mind while

investigating the nature of the self.

The retreat



The samatha practice is an ancient type of concentration

meditation that predates written history as a method to

purify the mind. It was taught to the Buddha by his teachers,

and when people asked him what to practice, this is the

practice he referenced in as many as 60-80% of the suttas

(oldest Buddhist scriptures) throughout his life. This

practice was so important to him that it was his last act

before he died. When the mindstream is purified sufficiently,

the non-dual jhana absorption may arise.

Samatha

Rigpa, in Tibetan Dzogchen teachings, is the the knowledge

of the Ground of Being, the Absolute state. It's the primal

awareness that recognizes itself as non duality, where the

ego-self "goes dormant" momentarily or for an extended

period of time.

Non-duality



FOSTERING AWAKENING AND ITS

EMBODIMENT IN WORLDLY LIFE,

Tina
Rasmussen

PhD

Tina Rasmussen learned to meditate at the age of 13

and has been meditating for over 30 years. She was

ordained as a Theravāda Buddhist nun by Ven. Pa

Auk Sayadaw, who also authorised her to teach.

 

Tina is the coauthor of "Practising the Jhanas"

(Shambala) as well as several books on human

potential. She works with students worldwide.

Brief biography

Dr. Tina Rasmussen has three decades of coaching

and consulting to executives across many industries

and functions, combined with a lifelong dedication

to unlocking human potential through mindful

presence and emotional intelligence.

Professional career



 

 

After many years of practice in Buddhist and modern non-dual traditions,

she was drawn to undertake an intensive year-long solo retreat during which

a profound awakening to Reality occurred. 

 

In 2005, Tina attended a retreat with Burmese meditation master Ven. Pa
Auk Sayadaw, who ordained her as a Buddhist nun. During the retreat, Tina

became the first Western woman to complete the entire Samatha path in

this lineage. 

 

Tina also took refuge with Tsoknyi Rinpoche, a Tibetan Dzogchen teacher,

and was initiated into the Nyingma lineage.

 

As an offering of gratitude to the dharma Tina, along with Stephen Snyder,

wrote the book, Practicing the Jhanas, which was later published by

Shambhala. 

 

In 2007 Tina became the first Western woman authorized by Ven. Pa Auk

Sayadaw to teach. After these life-changing experiences, at first Tina felt a

strong pull to become a “cave yogi” and turn away from householder life to

abide in the peace and bliss of Truth. However, over time, the possibility

functioning from realization while living in the dynamism of the modern

world became a more compelling life’s path. 

 

Tina then began participating in the Diamond Approach, a contemporary

wisdom path designed for householders, that integrates the psychological

and the spiritual into one continuum for living “in the world but not of it.” She

has also been studied by Yale Neuroscience Lab for research on the effects

of meditation on consciousness and the brain, has been featured in

“Awakening Women,” Non-duality Magazine, Conscious TV, Buddha at the Gas

Pump, and Buddhist Geeks.

 

Tina now leads retreats and offers spiritual guidance to practitioners

worldwide. 

Spiritual work



PRACTICES AND DETAILS

WHAT Samatha practice

(concentration/purification

of mind) as taught by Pa

Auk Sayadaw of Burma

Transmission of Dzogchen

teachings

Taking refuge and

undertaking the 5 or 8

precepts

Noble silence during all the

retreat

Big, beautiful and

comfortable meditation

hall

Food and lodging in the

same building

Single room with bath, for

all participants



DATES AND SCHEDULE

 
WHEN

From  19 May 2020 to 01

June 2020

Check-in from 14:30 and

check-out after 11:00

Possibility to attend half a

retreat (1 week) but from 19

May - 26 May

Retreat will start at 18:00

on May 19 and end at 11:00

on 01 June



MAROLA (RE) ITALY

NEAR BOLOGNA AND MILAN

 
WHERE

Closest airports: Milan, Bologna,

Venice

Many trains available to Reggio

Emilia

From Reggio Emilia to Marola take

the bus n. 3B44

SEMINARIO DI MAROLA, VIA
SEMINARIO 12, MAROLA, 42033
(REGGIO EMILIA), ITALY



DANA + LODGING &

ADMINISTRATION

 
COST

1085 $ for the full retreat (2 weeks,

early bird price) before January 31,

then 1105 $

685 $ for 7-days retreat before

January 31 (early bird price), then   

 740 $

All single rooms

Fee is for lodging, meals and

administrative costs

A teaching fee is not included, Dana

for the teacher, retreat managers and

translator will be accepted at the

retreat

Please pay by going into your PayPal

account, and making the payment to

info@AwakeningDharma.com
(Tina's non-profit church

organization). Alternatively you can

use the donation button integrated in

Awakening Dharma's website at

www.awakeningdharma.com/dana
If you pay with a currency different

than dollars PayPal may ask you a

conversion fee but it will be all

automatically handled by PayPal

through your account. We will send

you a short video in which we explain

how to open a PayPal account for free

and how to make the payment with

it.

 

Tina Rasmussen teaches following
the Theravāda tradition of
generosity (dāna). Registration fees
only cover the cost of housing,
meals and travel expenses of the
teacher.

CROWD-FUNDING FOR PEOPLE

WHO CAN'T AFFORD THE ENTIRE

FEE. YOU CAN SIMPLY ADD 50$

INCREMENTS TO YOUR FEE

 
GIFT A RETREAT



USEFUL THINGS TO BRING TO THE

RETREAT

What to
BRING

Meditation cushon / bench / mat (if

you come from abroad you will find

chairs, mats and cushons available)

Flip-flops / slippers

Medicines

Loose clothes (there's a laundry at

disposal)

May is the start of the warm season

in Italy so there could be

temperatures ranging from 10 °C to

25 °C (50-77 Farenheit)

The location is really
comfortable and has all the
facilities of a normal hotel but
you need to bring with you:



All of this started as a little group of Tina Rasmussen and

Stephen Snyder's students in Europe. We hosted many

retreats in Italy and the UK (www.jhanaretreat.com). Our

focus was mainly on the samatha aspect of the Theravāda

Buddhist path. We had the blessing to receive teachings from

the Thai Forest Tradition and the Pa Auk Sayadaw monastery

tradition. We hosted numerous events with Ajahn Sujato,

Sayalay Dipankara, Tina Rasmussen and Stephen Snyder,

along with many other monks and lay teachers. 

After some years of experimentation, we all felt the need to

continue offering traditional and rigorous samatha teachings

delving at the same time into vipassana and non-dual

traditions, as well as Dzogchen.

Jhana Retreat

Jhanas Advice - Awakening Dharma is Tina Rasmussen and

Stephen Snyder's non-profit organization. Its mission is to

foster awakening and its embodiment in worldly life, through

the modern application of authentic, rigorous Buddhist and

modern practices.

Awakening Dharma



JUST A MEMO

ANDREA MAGONI
jhanaretreat@gmail.com, +39 3518388163

19 May - 01 June 2020
1085 $ before January 31 (then 1105$) + crowd
funding (optional) FULL RETREAT
685 $ before January 31 (then 740$) + crowd funding
(optional) 7-DAY RETREAT
25% cancellation fee before March 19, no refunds
after March 19.
The payment can be done on your PayPal account
sending money to info@awakeningdharma.com or going
to www.awakeningdharma.com/dana
Dana for teacher, translator and retreat managers
will be offered at the end of the retreat
Contacts for information and bookings below
You can JOIN THE FOSTERING AWAKENING TELEGRAM GROUP
to receive fast updates about the retreat through
this link
Address: Seminario di Marola, Via Seminario 12,
42033, Marola (Reggio Emilia), Italy
"How to get there" notes will be shared soon with
the participants
IMPORTANT: be sure to have a cell phone working in
Italy or a working internet connection so we can
help you via Whatsapp/Telegram/Email. This will save
you time and money later.

TOMISLAV MARIC
jhanaretreat@gmail.com, +44 7950 812304

https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAE0BHYPcE7VKWP8SYg

